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After long term studies and research in cooperation with Science and Technology Institutes we succeeded to develop System components
adaptable to all snow making machines.
New international studies confirm, that due to climate changes (greenhouse effect) the natural snow fall will retreat to the higher mountainous
levels. The consequences of these dramatic changes will be fatal for the national Sport No.1 and the tourism industry.
ERSO has taken on this challenge and can efficiently combat this effect with their proven ERSO SNOW-TECH artificial snowing system.
Additionally, we are able to contribute substantially to savings of resources and energy as well as to ecological snow-production for today and
tomorrow.
ERSO especially prevails in the implementation and effectiveness of machine-created snow at higher limit temperatures, where usually
economic snowing with classical snow cannons and lances is not possible anymore.

Cost-Savings:

We focus in cost savings for artificial snowing by installing
ERSO SNOW-TECH at the Systems areas of power supply, water and air supply for
snow- cannons and snow-lances.

Planning and performance:

All components come from one source and are installed by the highly trained ERSO personnel.

Functional guarantee:

We guarantee this due to our long term experience with installations at home
and abroad.

Cost savings in artificial snow-production
Earlier Start for snowing

up to 2°C earlier plus longer snowing period

Secured seasonal start

through higher efficiency at at-limit temperatures.

more stable snow-quality

delayed jellying, longer durability

100% secured investment

through tested technology, Testing before buying

Quick installation

dockable on all Snowmaking Systems

Maintenance free

Stainless Steel, Aluminium alloys, Titan

Development and production

“made in Austria”

Hubert Neuper GM: Thanks to Erich Kerecz ERSO SNOW-TECH

Scientific snow-testing in the world largest
RTA Rail Tec Climate-Wind-Chanel Vienna - A U S T R I A

Snowing-Results:

Temp. -0,8°C,

Airh. 98%, Water 4,3°C 20bar, 1,6 lt.sec. Nukl. Dr. 8,2bar

Water Reservoir

1 STORAGE LAKE
2 ELECTRICITY SUPPLY
3 PUMPING STATION
4 CENTRAL COMPRESSOR
5 SNOW CANNONS

The „Trametsch - Plose Brixen IT

6 SNOW LANCES

9 KM longest downhill in southern Tyrol
Installation: 27 canons, 12 Lances
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STANDARD
snowing
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snowing

STANDARD
snowing

STANDARD
snowing
St. Ulrich / Pillersee 29.4.2012 +25°C

After - snowing
ERSO - snowing

ERSO - snowing

4 x STANDARD - snowing

ERSO - snowing

= 3 x ERSO - snowing

2 same sized snow-fields were produced
1 Snow-Canon equipped with the standard technology
1 Snow-Canon equipped with ERSO Technology
DAY 1
15.11.2012 = 4,5 Hour

DAY 2
16.11.2012 = 2 Hour

STANDARD
Beschneiung

Hopfgarten / Tirol

ERSO
Beschneiung

07. March 2013

Calculation basis for the
melting are only plus results
above +0°C

Hour
SZ Velden 2 x Sufag Year 1995

Transformer Station

Main power supply

Single version

Snow-Canon

Water- Reservoir

Pump-Station

Compressor

Snow-Lances

Compressor Station

Snow-Catterpillers

Snow-Circle

Lance-Chute

Power Supply:

Installation:

Through the installation of the Electro-Catalyser in the systems- Adaptable for all Systems with quick assembly (docking system)
area of the entire supply, the function of the Electro-Catalyser
At the installation of the HESU snowing-technology, the technical
for the feeds of the snowing-machinery a higher impact radius is personnel are schooled at presentation and functionality .
reached at the nucleation. (homogeneous nucleation)
Short Return on Investment:
because of calculable Results
Water-activator:
Investment-Possibilities:
buying - renting - leasing
The effectiveness is based on foundations, reinstating the
Guarantee-Warranty:
24 months
natural structure of the water, which was possibly effected by
electro-magnetic strain caused by the pumping stations.
Optional:
60 months guarantee extension
as of installation and professional
Air activation:
handling as well as a yearly on
Through the filter function, possible electro-magnetic charges in
sight testing by ERSO.
the air are absorbed, thereby not influencing the natural
structure of the water.
Result:
Through the 3 function system of the ERSO SNOW-TECH
artificial snowing system, the machine produced snow
combining water and air (nucleation) a higher homogeneous
unity is formed, thereby producing a higher density snow.
Materials:
Stainless Steel Niro V4A, Cr-Ni-Mo-steel 1.4571, EN 10020,
Alluminium Alloys EN-AW7020, Titan ASTM-B348,G5

THE EUROPEAN COMMISSION has chosen "ERSO SNOW-TECH" Project
DLV-761388 for the Grand Agreement of “RESARCH & INNOVATION”

Testing-System: VT1 –VT2+PT1+PT2, to SN EN ISO 3452-2
Development and production: “made in Austria”

ERSO Technology GmbH:
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A 8430 Tillmitsch
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